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Abstract  In this paper, using “belongingness )( ” and “quasi-coincidence )(q ” of fuzzy points and fuzzy sets, the 

concept of ),( q -fuzzy hemirings and ),( q  -fuzzy hemirings have been introduced and some of its 

properties have been investigated. 
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1      Introduction 

          After the introduction of fuzzy set by Zadeh [1], a host of researchers applied this impression 

in different branches of algebraic structures such as semigroups, groups, rings, modules, vector 

spaces and topologies. In algebra, fuzzy set was first applied by Rosenfeld [2]; the idea of fuzzy 

group was defined and its structures were investigated. The ),( q  -fuzzy group which is 

generalization of Rosenfeld’s fuzzy group was initiated Bhakat and Das [3] by using the joint notions 

of “belongingness )( ” and “quasi-coincidence )(q ” of fuzzy points and fuzzy sets, which was 

instigated by Pu and Liu [4]. Later these structures were studied by some researchers [5-13]. In 

hemirings structures, Dudek et al. [14] introduced the concept of ),( q  -fuzzy h-ideals (k-ideal) 

of a hemirings, and gave its characterizations. Afterward there have been done some works related to 

),( q  -fuzzy h-ideals of a hemiring [15-20]. In this paper, we have introduced ),( q -fuzzy 

hemirings and ),( q  -fuzzy hemirings and some related properties have been described. 
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2     Preliminaries  

 Definition 2.1 [21]: A hemiring is a nonempty set H on which operations of addition and 

multiplication have been defined such that the following conditions are satisfied: 

            :][ 1H  );( H is a commutative monoid with identity element 0 ; 

:][ 2H );( H is a semigroup; 

:][ 3H  Multiplication distributes over addition from either side; 

:][ 4H  The element 0  is the absorbing element of the multiplication i.e.,   

           .000  rr  

Note: We shall omit the symbol “  ” writing ab  for ).,( Hbaba   

Definition 2.2 [22]: Suppose ),;( H  is a hemiring and   is a fuzzy set of H . 

(i) For any ]1,0[t  the set })(:{ txHxt      is called - level set of . 

(ii) }0)(:{)(  xHxSupp   is called support of . 

Definition 2.3 [11]: Suppose ),;( H  is a hemiring and    is a fuzzy set of H  with support }{x . 

Then   is called a fuzzy point where,  

                     


 


otherwise

xyift
y

0

]1,0]
)(                                         

We denote the fuzzy point with support }{x  and value t  by tx . For a fuzzy point tx  and a fuzzy set 

  of H , Pu and Liu [4] introduced the symbol tx , where },,,{ qqq   . For a fuzzy 

point tx  and a fuzzy set   of H , we say that a fuzzy point tx   

(i)   belongs to  , denoted by tx  if ;)( tx                         

(ii)  quasi-coincident with  , denoted by qxt  if .1)(  tx 

For a fuzzy point tx  and a fuzzy set   of H , we say that 

(iii)  qxt   if tx  or ;qxt                                                

(iv) qxt   if tx  and qxt .                                              

The symbol tx , qxt  and qxt   mean that tx , qxt  and qxt   do not hold 

respectively.                                                           

Example 2.3 (a):   Let }2,1,0{H  be a hemiring with the operations addition  and multiplication 

 as follows: 

 

 0 1 2   0 1 2 

0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 

1 1 1 2 1 0 1 1 

2 2 2 2 2 0 1 2 

Now, define a fuzzy set   of H   as follows: 

















28.0

16.0

03.0

)(

xif

xif

xif

x                             

Where }.2,1,0{)( Supp Now consider the fuzzy point t0  where ]3.0,0]t   then t0 .  Again we 

consider the fuzzy point t2  where ]8.0,2.0]t   then qt2 .          
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Definition 2.4 [23]: Let ),;( H  be a hemiring. A fuzzy set   of H  is said to be fuzzy hemiring of 

H  if it satisfies the following conditions: 

           :][ 1FH )};(),(min{)( yxyx    

                       :][ 2FH  .,)};(),(min{)( Hyxyxyx    

Definition 2.5: Let 
1 and 

2  be two fuzzy hemirings of a hemiring ),;( H . We define the sum and 

product, denoted by 
21    and 

21    of 
1 and 

2  by  

                      

)]}.(),({min[max))(( 2121 zyx
zyx




  

If x can be expressed as zyx   otherwise .0))(( 21  x  

                 and )]}(),({min[max))(( 2121 zyx
yzx




  

If x can be expressed as yzx   otherwise .0))(( 21  x  

3   ),( q  -Fuzzy Hemirings 

Definition 3.1: A fuzzy set   of a hemiring ),;( H  is called ),( q -fuzzy hemiring of H  if 

]1,0],  rt  and Hyx  , , the following conditions hold: 

          txa1FH :][  and ;)( },min{  qyxy rtr   

          txa2FH :][  and  qxyy rtr  },min{)( .  

Example 3.1 (a): Let }{0NH   . Then H  is a hemiring with usual addition and multiplication. 

Let   be a fuzzy set defined by  

                              












06.0

8.0

9.0

)(

xif

oddisxif

evenisxif

x  

Then routine calculation gives that,   is an ),( q  - fuzzy hemiring of H . 

Theorem 3.2:  The conditions ][ a1FH  and ][ a2FH  in definition 3.1 are equivalent to the following 

conditions  ][ b1FH  and ][ b2FH  respectively, where  

           };5.0),(),(min{)(:]1[ yxyxbFH    

           }.5.0),(),(min{)(:]2[ yxyxbFH    

Proof: ]1[ aFH :]1[ bFH  Suppose that Hyx , , we consider the following cases: 

            (a)  ,5.0)}(),(min{ yx    

            (b)   .5.0)}(),(min{ yx   

Case (a): Assume that there exists Hyx ,  such that 

                };5.0),(),(min{)( yxyx    

Then for ]5.0,0]t , we have, 

                  )}.(),(min{)( yxtyx        

It follows that  tx  and ry  but .)(  tyx  
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Moreover, 1)(  tyx  and so .)( qyx t    

Hence qyx t  )( , a contradiction  

Case (b): Assume that there exists Hyx ,  such that  

5.0)(  yx , then 5.0x  and 5.0y , but .)( 5.0  yx .  

Also 15.0)(  yx  and so .)( 5.0 qyx   

Therefore qyx  5.0)( , a contradiction  

Hence ][ b1FH  holds. 

]1[ bFH :]1[ aFH  Let tx  and ry  then tx )(  and ry )( .  

Now we have, 

                 }.5.0,,min{}5.0),(),(min{)( rtyxyx    

 If 5.0},min{ rt  then 5.0)(  yx , this implies that 

                .1}.min{)(  rtyx  

  If 5.0},min{ rt  then }.,min{)( rtyx                          

Therefore .)( },min{ qyx rt    

Similarly, we can prove that ]2[ aFH ].2[ bFH  

Theorem 3.3: If   is a fuzzy set of a hemiring ),;( H  satisfying Hxx  ;0)( , then   is an  

),( q  -fuzzy hemiring of H .   

Proof: Let Hyx ,  and ]1,0], rt  be such that tx  and ry then tx )(  and ry )( . 

Now Hyx  , , we have Hyx   and Hxy , then 

                       5.0)(  yx  and 5.0)( xy .  

If 5.0},min{ rt , then },min{5.0)( rtyx   

                    and },min{5.0)( rtxy  .  

This implies  },min{)( rtyx  and .)( },min{ rtxy  

Again if 5.0},min{ rt , then .1}.min{)(  rtyx  

                      and .1}.min{)(  rtxy  

This implies that qyx rt },min{)(   and .)( },min{ qxy rt   

Therefore,   qyx rt  },min{)(  and .)( },min{ qxy rt   

Thus   is an ),( q -fuzzy hemiring of .H  

Theorem 3.4: Every fuzzy hemiring is an ),( q -fuzzy hemiring. 

Proof: Let  Hyx ,  and ]1,0], rt  be such that tx  and ry  then tx )(  and ry )( . Since 

  is a fuzzy hemiring so we have, 

                 )}(),(min{)( yxyx    and )}(),(min{)( yxxy   .   
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Now }.,min{)}(),(min{)( rtyxyx    

           And }.,min{)}(),(min{)( rtyxxy   .  

If 5.0},min{ rt  then  },min{)( rtyx  and },min{)( rtxy .  

Or if 5.0},min{ rt  then qyx rt },min{)(   and qxy rt },min{)( .  

Hence consequently qyx rt  },min{)(   and qxy rt },min{)( .  

This implies that   is an ),( q -fuzzy hemiring of H . 

Theorem 3.5: Any ),( q - fuzzy hemiring   of a hemiring ),;( H  satisfying 5.0)( x , is an 

ordinary fuzzy hemiring. 

Proof: Let Hyx ,  and ]1,0], rt  be such that tx  and ry then tx )(  and ry )( . Since 

  is an ),( q  fuzzy hemiring of H , so we have, 

              }5.0),(),(min{)( yxyx    

and        }.5.0),(),(min{)( yxxy    

Now }.,min{}5.0,,min{}5.0),(),(min{)( rtrtyxyx    

And }.,min{}5.0,,min{}5.0),(),(min{)( rtrtyxxy   .  

This implies that  },min{)( rtyx  and },min{)( rtxy .  

Thus   is an ordinary fuzzy hemiring. 

Theorem 3.6: A fuzzy set   of a hemiring ),;( H  is an ),( q -fuzzy hemiring of H  iff for any 

)(],5.0,0]   tt  is a sub-hemiring of .H  

Proof:  Let tyx ,  then tx )(  and ty )( .  

We consider   is an ),( q -fuzzy hemiring of H  and ]5.0,0]t . Then we have, 

                }5.0),(),(min{)( yxyx    

         }5.0,,min{)( ttyx    

        tyx  )(  

           .tyx                                                                    

And        }5.0),(),(min{)( yxxy    

              }5.0,,min{)( rtxy    

             txy  )(   

                         .txy   

Hence t  is a sub-hemiring of .H  

Conversely, suppose  t  is a sub-hemiring of .H Then tyx  , , we have 

                     tyx   , txy   and ]5.0,0]t .  

Now,             tyx    

                  tyx  )(  
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                 }5.0,,min{)( ttyx    

                                   }5.0),(),(min{ yx                                 

And             txy    

                txy  )(  

               }5.0,,min{)( ttxy    

                             }.5.0),(),(min{ yx   

 Hence   is a ),( q   fuzzy hemiring of .H   

Definition 3.7: Let   be any fuzzy hemiring of a hemiring ),;( H .  

The set }:{][  qxHx tt  , where ]1,0]t  is called an ),( q - level set of . 

Theorem 3.8: A fuzzy set   of a hemiring ),;( H  is an ),( q  -fuzzy hemiring of H  iff  t][  is 

a sub-hemiring of ].1,0]t  

Proof: Let   be an ),( q  fuzzy hemiring of a hemiring .H   

Let ].1,0];][,  tyx t Then tx )(  or 1)(  tx and ty )(  or 1)(  ty . Since   is an 

),( q -fuzzy hemiring, we have,  

Case-1: When tx )( and ty )( . 

Then  }5.0),(),(min{)( yxyx    

         }.5.0,,min{)( ttyx    

If 5.0t , then 5.0)(  yx , and so .)(1)(  qyxtyx t   

Or if 5.0t , then tyx  )( , and so .)(  tyx    

Thus for ]1,0]t , we have  .][ tyx   

Case-2: When tx )(  and 1)(  ty . 

Then  }5.0),(),(min{)( yxyx    

        }.5.0,1,min{)( ttyx    

If 5.0t , then .5.01  t   

This implies 1)(1)(  tyxtyx  , therefore .)( qyx t .  

Or if 5.0t , then 5.01  t , then we have .)( tyx    

Therefore .)(  tyx   

Thus ].1,0];][  tyx t  

Case-3: Similar to case-2. 

Case-4: When 1)(  tx and 1)(  ty . 

Then     }5.0),(),(min{)( yxyx    

          }.5.0,1,1min{)( ttyx    

If 5.0t  then 5.01  t  and so .1)(1)(  tyxtyx    
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This implies .)( qyx t .  

If 5.0t , then .5.01 tt   In this case we have, 

                 .)()(   tyxtyx  

 Thus ].1,0];][  tyx t   

In similar way for each case we can prove that ].1,0];][  txy t   

Therefore, we have tyx ][  and
txy ][ .  

Thus t][  is a sub-hemiring of .H   

Conversely, let   be a fuzzy set and t][  is a sub-hemiring of ].5.0,0]; tH   

If }5.0),(),(min{)( yxtyx    for some ]5.0,0]t , then tyx ][,    and tyx ][ . Hence 

tyx  )(  or 1)(  tyx  contradiction, similar result holds for }5.0),(),(min{)( yxxy   .  

Therefore }5.0),(),(min{)( yxyx    and }5.0),(),(min{)( yxxy   .  

Again ].1,5.0]t   

If )}(),(min{)( yxtyx    , then tyx ][,    and ,][ tyx   

but ,)( qyx t   a contradiction.  

Thus }5.0),(),(min{)( yxyx     

In similar way, }.5.0),(),(min{)( yxxy    

Hence   is an ),( q  -fuzzy hemiring of .H  

Definition 3.9: Let 
1 and 

2   be two ),( q  -fuzzy hemiring of a hemiring ),;( H . We define 

21     by  

                                }.5.0),(),(min{))(( 2121 xxx    

Example 3.9 (a): Let }1,0{H   be a hemiring with the following two operations: 

 

Define two ),( q  -fuzzy hemirings of a hemiring H  by  

,7.0)1(,6.0)0( 11     and ,7.0)1(,4.0)0( 22    respectively.  

Then routine verification gives that, ,4.0)0)(( 21   .5.0)1)(( 21   

Theorem 3.10: Let 
1 and 

2   be two ),( q  -fuzzy hemirings of a hemiring .H  Then 
21     is 

also ),( q  -fuzzy hemiring of .H  

Proof: Let
21,  yx . Then 

1, yx  and 
2  

Now, 

}5.0),(),(min{))(( 2121 yxyxyx    

                            }5.0},5.0),(),(min{},5.0),(),(min{min{ 2211 yxyx   

 0 1   0 1 

0 0 1 0 0 0 

1 1 1 1 0 1 
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                            }5.0},5.0),(),(min{},5.0),(),(min{min{ 2121 yyxx   

                            }5.0),)((),)(min{( 2121 yx    

Similarly, we can prove that }5.0),)((),)(min{())(( 212121 yxxy   . Thus 
21     is a 

fuzzy hemiring of .H  

Definition 3.11: Let 
1 and 

2   be two ),( q  -fuzzy hemirings of a hemiring ).,;( H  Then 

product of 
1 and 

2  is defined as  

                        

}}.5.0),(),({min{max))(( 2121 zyx
zyx




  

If x can be expressed as yzx   otherwise .0))(( 21 x   

Example 3.11 (a): Let },,0{ baH   be a hemiring with the following two operations: 

 0 a b   0 a b 

0 0 a b 0 0 0 0 

a a a b a 0 a b 

b b b b b 0 b b 

Define two ),( q  -fuzzy hemirings of a hemiring H  by 

6.0)(,5.0)(,2.0)0( 111  ba   and 6.0)(,2.0)(,2.0)0( 222  ba   respectively. Then 

routine verification gives that, ,2.0)0)(( 21    ,2.0))(( 21 a    .5.0))(( 21 b   

Theorem 3.12: Let 
1 and 

2   be two ),( q  -fuzzy hemirings of a hemiring ).,;( H  Then their 

product 21    is also ),( q  -fuzzy hemiring of .H  

Proof: Trivial 

Theorem 3.13: Let ,  and   be ),( q  -fuzzy hemirings of a hemiring ).,;( H  If   , then  

    and .    

Proof: Let .Hx  If x  is not expressible as yzx  , then  

                          ).)((0))(( xx     

Otherwise, }}5.0),(),({min{max))(( zyx
yzx





 

                                  

}}5.0),(),({min{max zy
yzx






 

                                  ).)(( x   

 Hence .    

Similarly, we can prove that .    

Theorem 3.14: Let ,  and   be ),( q   fuzzy hemirings of a hemiring ).,;( H  Then 

).()(     

Proof: Trivial 

Definition 3.15: Let 
1 and 2   be two ),( q  -fuzzy hemirings of a hemiring .H   We define the 

sum of 
1 and

2 , denoted by 21    by  

                                 

}}.5.0),(),({min{max))(( 2121 zyx
zyx
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Example 3.15 (a): Let },,0{ baH   be a hemiring with the following two operations: 

 0 a b   0 a b 

0 0 a b 0 0 0 0 

a a a b a 0 a b 

b b b b b 0 b B 

 

Define two ),( q  -fuzzy hemirings of a hemiring H  by  6.0)(,5.0)(,2.0)0( 111  ba   

and 6.0)(,2.0)(,2.0)0( 222  ba  , respectively. Then routine verification gives that,  

,2.0)0)(( 21  ,2.0))(( 21  a .5.0))(( 21 b   

Theorem 3.16: Let 
1 and 

2   be two ),( q -fuzzy hemirings of a hemiring ).,;( H  Then their 

sum 
21    is also ),( q  -fuzzy hemiring of .H  

Proof: Trivial 

Theorem 3.17: A fuzzy set   of a hemiring ).,;( H  is an ),( q -fuzzy hemiring of H  iff 

   and .   

 Proof: Trivial 

4  ),( q  -Fuzzy Hemiring 

Definition 4.1.: A fuzzy set   of a hemiring ).,;( H  is called an ),( q  -fuzzy hemiring of H  if 

]1,0],  rt  and Hyx  , , the following conditions are hold: 

             qxyxaFH trt  },min{)(:]3[ or ;qyt   

             qxxyaFH trt },min{)(:]4[ or .qyt   

Example 4.1 (a): Let },0{ aH    is a hemiring where addition and multiplication are defined as 

follows:  

 0 a   0 a 

0 0 a 0 0 0 

a a a a 0 A 

 

Consider the fuzzy sets 3.0)0(   and .4.0)( a  Then by routine calculation gives that,     is an 

),( q  -fuzzy hemiring. 

Theorem 4.2: The conditions ]3[ aFH  and ]4[ aFH  in definition 4.1 are equivalent to the following 

conditions ]3[ bFH   and ( ]4[ bFH  respectively.  

       )};(),(min{}5.0),(max{:]3[ yxyxbFH    

       )}.(),(min{}5.0),(max{:]4[ yxxybFH    

Proof: First we prove ]3[ aFH  is equivalent to ]3[ bFH . 

 ]3[ aFH :]3[ bFH  Suppose ]3[ bFH  does not hold.  

Then there exists Hyx ,  such that )}.(),(min{}5.0),(max{ yxyx   Then we can choose 

]1,5.0]t  such that, )}.(),(min{}5.0),(max{ yxtyx    

This implies  tyx )(   but qxt    and qyt  , which is a contradiction.  
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So ]3[ bFH  holds. 

]3[ bFH :]3[ aFH   

Let Hyx ,  and ]1,0], rt  be such that .)( },min{  rtyx   

Then )}.,min{)( rtyx    

If ),(}5.0),(max{ yxyx    then,  

txrtyxyx  )(},min{)()}(),(min{   or   txty)(   

or  qxy tr   or .qyr    

If ,5.0}5.0),(max{  yx  then .5.0)}(),(min{ yx    

Suppose tx  and ry , then tx )(  and ry )( . 

Thus 5.0)(  xt    or  qxyr t 5.0)(  or  qxqy tr   

Or .qyr   Thus prove ]3[ aFH .  

Similarly we can prove that ]4[ aFH ].4[ bFH  

Theorem 4.3: A fuzzy set   of a hemiring ).,;( H  is an ),( q  -fuzzy hemiring of H  iff for 

any )(],1,5.0]   tt is a sub-hemiring of .H  

Proof: It is immediate consequence of the theorem 3.6. 

5   Conclusion 

         Fuzzy algebraic structures play an important role in many branches of applied mathematics and 

engineering sciences. In order to broad fuzzy algebraic structures in this article we introduce 

),( q -fuzzy hemiring and ),( q  -fuzzy hemiring and some of its structures are investigated. 

These structures will be helpful to broad the applications of fuzzy hemirings in mathematics and 

engineering sciences. 
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